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Abstract
This work proposes a method bridging the existing gap
between progressive sparse 3D reconstruction (incremental
Structure from Motion) and progressive point based dense
3D reconstruction (Multi-View Stereo). The presented algo-
rithm is capable of adapting an existing dense 3D model to
changes such as the addition or removal of new images, the
merge of scene parts, or changes in the underlying camera
calibration. The existing 3D model is transformed as con-
sistently as possible and the structure is reused as much as
possible without sacriﬁcing the accuracy and/or complete-
ness of the ﬁnal result. A signiﬁcant decrease in runtime
is achieved compared to the re-computation of a new dense
point cloud from scratch. We demonstrate the performance
of the algorithm in various experiments on publicly avail-
able datasets of different sizes and compare it to the base-
line. The work interacts seamlessly with publicly available
software enabling an integrated progressive 3D modeling
pipeline.
1. Introduction
3D reconstruction from single photographs taken at dif-
ferent viewpoints is a long studied topic in computer vision.
Many algorithms have been proposed and are able to recon-
struct scenes up to very large scale of 100 Mio images [4].
While Structure-from-Motion (SfM) is usually used to cal-
ibrate individual cameras and create a sparse point cloud,
Multi-View Stereo (MVS) algorithms use the output of SfM
and estimate a much denser pointcloud of the same scene.
With the availability of mobile devices, suddenly every-
body carrying a smart phone is a potential user of a 3D scan-
ning technology. In this newly created scenario, users take
pictures of a scene and interactively reconstruct a 3D model
on-the-ﬂy. While small objects can be handled by the lim-
ited processing power of the phone itself [14], larger scenes
have to be ofﬂoaded to a remote server [9]. A key aspect
in such a user-centric scenario is to provide the user with
an immediate feedback on the status and quality of the 3D
reconstruction process. If the user detects that a certain part
of the scene is not yet well covered, she can take additional
tim
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Figure 1. The proposed algorithm converts a dense point cloud
Pb from time tb into a dense point cloud Pa corresponding to the
updated sparse model from time ta.
pictures in order to get an as complete model as possible.
In order to satisfy the demands of such or similar scenar-
ios, reconstruction algorithms need to be able to incorpo-
rate user information on-the-ﬂy and deliver progressive and
multi-scale 3D output. While incremental SfM can incor-
porate new images into an existing 3D model and provide
an updated output soon after [16], current MVS algorithms
cannot handle changes in the input calibration. Even the re-
cently published Progressive Prioritized Multi-view Stereo
(HPMVS) algorithm [10], which can deliver a progressive
multiscale output, cannot handle changes in input data. As
a result, a modiﬁcation of the sparse SfM model requires
the execution of the MVS algorithm from scratch and an
already computed dense model is completely invalidated.
This contradicts the progressive scenario, in which a user
should be able to add or remove images on-the-ﬂy and the
resulting changes in the sparse model should be propagated
to the dense model. Additionally, the overall processing
time for a 3D reconstruction, starting from the acquisition of
the images up to a dense point cloud, can be reduced with a
progressive 3D modeling pipeline as the densiﬁcation stage
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can be started in parallel to the sparse reconstruction.
We therefore propose a progressive MVS algorithm ca-
pable of incorporating the changes in the sparse reconstruc-
tion into an already existing dense 3D point cloud.
1.1. Related Work
PMVS published by Furukawa et al. [2, 3] is one of the
most prominent MVS algorithms. It is a patch-based al-
gorithm capable of densely reconstructing a wide range of
different scene types starting from a sparse 3D model. The
algorithm works purely in batch mode and therefore is nei-
ther progressive nor adaptive to changing calibration. The
recently published HPMVS [10] can be seen as a progres-
sive version of PMVS. HPMVS can progressively deliver a
dense 3D point cloud which gets more detailed the longer
the algorithm runs. The input of HPMVS is considered to
be static and therefore the algorithm cannot handle changes
in the sparse conﬁguration and can also not make use of new
images added to the 3D model.
Hoppe et al. [5] presented a method directly reconstruct-
ing a surface mesh out of the sparse point cloud, omitting
the dense reconstruction step completely. While this leads
to less detailed results, the computation is fast. The method
is designed to deal with incremental information, however
only the addition of new information is allowed. The al-
gorithm cannot propagate the changes in the calibrations of
current cameras to the existing structure. The algorithm pre-
sented by Sugiura et al. [13] is quite close to Hoppe et al.
and is capable of creating an incremental surface and in-
corporating new points as well as cameras. The method is
based on tetrahedra carving and works directly on the input
points. Its output is therefore not as detailed as the one of
an MVS algorithm. In addition, the algorithm cannot inte-
grate changes of the camera calibration into the existing 3D
model.
Roters et al. [11] presented an incremental MVS algo-
rithm which progressively reﬁnes an existing point cloud
by interpolating points in the centers of the existing trian-
gles. Similarly to HPMVS, the algorithm cannot handle
additional information and/or changes in the underlying 3D
model. Yu et al. [19] wholly avoid the densiﬁcation step and
create a dense mesh directly out of the sparse SfM points.
The method is capable of integrating new information into
the existing model, but the change and/or removal of ex-
isting cameras is not explicitly handled. Furthermore, the
sparse representation leads to a less detailed model repre-
sentation compared to MVS methods.
Whelan et al. [17] presented a volumetric approach
for the 3D reconstruction of scenes from RGB-D images.
While this work is not directly related (SfM does not rely
on depth images), it has some interesting aspects. In loop
closures, the method performs a fusion of the overlapping
mesh by estimating an as rigid as possible transformation.
Camera poses are transformed in the pose graph, where
the structure is deformed based on a mesh transformation.
While the proposed algorithm contains some similar ideas,
the work of Whelan et al. is not designed for MVS and
the applied deformation relies on the availability of a mesh.
In addition, only changes of camera poses (extrinsics) are
handled in the presented loop closing event. Therefore the
method is not suitable for the target application of the pro-
posed work.
As shown in this section, quite some work has already
incorporated progressive aspects in 3D reconstruction and
some of them are also able to partially incorporate addi-
tional information into an existing 3D model. But to the
best of our knowledge, none of it fully addressed the in-
tegrated progressive pipeline within the scope of SfM and
MVS.
1.2. Contribution
This work presents a method bridging the gap between
existing progressive SfM and MVS algorithms. The pro-
posed method is able to incorporate changes in the under-
lying calibration as well as to include additional images
which enables to have an integrated progressive 3D mod-
eling pipeline starting from the input images up to the gen-
erated dense 3D point cloud. Model regions with a need
for an extension and/or annealing are identiﬁed and pro-
cessed only locally which brings large savings in runtime
compared to the global method building the dense 3Dmodel
from scratch. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm on a sample application and verify its out-
put in several experiments.
An open-source implementation of the proposed al-
gorithm is available at: https://github.com/
alexlocher/patw
2. Prerequisites
The presented algorithm makes use of an open source
algorithm HPMVS [10] and interacts seamlessly with it. In
HPMVS, individual 3D points are internally organized in a
hierarchical octree structure and a processing loop repeat-
edly densiﬁes the point cloud in an expansion procedure
and increases the resolution in a branching step. For the
proposed algorithm, HPMVS can be treated as a blackbox
taking 3D points as an input and progressively outputting a
densiﬁed 3D point cloud. We therefore refer the reader to
the original publication [10] for further details.
3. Progressive 3D Modeling
Next, an overview of the proposed method is given and
the individual stages of the method are detailed.
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Figure 2. Single steps of the proposed algorithm and the most
relevant inputs and outputs of the individual stages.
3.1. Overview
In brief, the proposed progressive reconstruction method
takes a dense set of surface patches and a set of calibrated
cameras and poses from time tb (before) as well as the cam-
era calibrations and poses and a sparse point cloud from
time ta (after) as an input and outputs the adjusted dense
point cloud at time ta. The existing 3D geometry is trans-
formed, extended, and annealed in a way to come as close
as possible to the result of re-running the MVS stage from
scratch. Figure 1 illustrates the algorithm’s input and output
parameters.
The algorithm consists of four main steps, see Figure 2.
In the ﬁrst step, input patches Pb are re-triangulated using
the old and the new camera calibrations Cb and Ca. In or-
der to maximize the reuse of the existing 3D geometry, an
“as consistent as possible” transformation is recursively es-
timated using an octree structure. To avoid ending up with
an inconsistent 3D structure, a per point similarity measure
is evaluated and problematic scene parts are identiﬁed. In
the last stage, new sparse points as well as new images are
integrated into the model and the original progressive multi-
view stereo algorithm extends and anneals the model into
the ﬁnal dense set of patches Pa. Even though the algo-
rithm is designed for dense point clouds, we also demon-
strate the possibility of adapting an existing triangular mesh
to a modiﬁed camera calibration.
3.2. Model Representation
A surface patch p consists of a 3D coordinate X, normal
n, scale ps, and visibility information V (p), where V (p)
consists of a list of cameras the patch is visible in. One
of the visible cameras in V (p) is set as the reference cam-
era R(p). Each calibrated camera Ci deﬁnes a projective
function πi mapping a 3D point X to a corresponding pixel
coordinate xi. Patches are spatially organized in a dynamic
octree T with cells N , each having a width of wN .
3.3. Re- Triangulation
First, all the points of the old model are re-triangulated
using the new camera parameters. Every point Xb is pro-
jected into the image space of the visible images V (p) of the
corresponding patch. The resulting correspondences in the
image space {xi|i ∈ V (p)} can be assumed to be invariant
to changes of the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters.
X˜a is obtained by triangulating the image correspondences
{xi} using the new calibration parameters of Ca. Due to
the presence of noise in the old model, the old calibration,
and the new calibration, the resulting 3D point X˜a might be
noisy as well. Therefore we re-project X˜a into the visible
images and remove points with high re-projection error δ,
or more formally:
Pa =
⎧⎨
⎩p
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
|V (p)|
∑
i∈V (p)
∥∥∥xi − πi(X˜a)
∥∥∥ < δmax
⎫⎬
⎭ (1)
3.4. Transformation Estimation
Due to small local variations, the constellation of neigh-
boring points can differ a lot between the original points
Xb and the triangulated points X˜a. These differences cause
problems to a consistent transformation of the patches’
normals and can even lead to overlapping triangles if the
patches are vertices of a triangular mesh. In order to get a
locally consistent point cloud and reduce the computational
cost for the later annealing stage to a minimum, while main-
taining the re-triangulated shape, we recursively estimate a
7 DoF similarity transformation ﬁeld T(x, y, z) ∈ Sim(3)
using an octree structure and point to point correspondences
from Xb to X˜a. Each transformation T has a rotation R,
translation t, and scale s assigned (Equation 2). A 3D sim-
ilarity transform can be efﬁciently estimated from at least
three 3D to 3D correspondences by Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) of a self-adjoint 4× 4 matrix [6].
T =
(
R t
0 s−1
)
R ∈ SO(3) , t ∈ R3 , s ∈ R
(2)
Instead of the minimum amount of three correspondences,
we estimate a similarity transform from all correspondences
within a certain cell N in the octree Tb of the patches Pb.1
The Euclidean distance eT between the points obtained by
1This is signiﬁcantly faster than a robust RANSAC estimation and po-
tential outliers are still handled in the next step.
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Figure 3. The color coding shows the similarity measure s of individual points (blue color indicates that the neighborhood is consistent,
whereas the constellation of neighboring points changed a lot in the red regions). Naive re-triangulation (center) of the patches Pb (left)
leads to inconsistent neighborhoods, which is problematic especially for meshed pointclouds. Instead, we recursively estimate a consistent
transformation among the points (right). The remaining inconsistencies are resolved in the subsequent extension and annealing step.
applying transformation T N to XNb and the triangulated
points X˜Na serves as an error criterion. To ﬁnd the right
cell resolution for estimating the transformation in different
parts of the model, the eight subcells of a given root cell
of the octree are recursively traversed until eT is below the
threshold λT or the amount of points within the cell N is
smaller than nmin.
eT =
1∣∣XNb ∣∣
∑
j∈XNb
∥∥∥T N (Xjb)− X˜ja
∥∥∥ (3)
Algorithm 1 summarizes the transformation estimation. Af-
ter the recursive transformation estimation, every patch has
a corresponding T N and the ﬁnal positions Xa and normals
na are set by applying the individual transformation. Fig-
ure 3 shows a color coded similarity (Equation 4) of neigh-
boring points of a transformed model with directly triangu-
lated points (middle) and with the proposed transformation
method (right). Note that points obtained by the transforma-
tion represent the same scene, but have a much more con-
sistent neighborhood.
3.5. Detection of Problematic Regions
Even if we transform patches by a locally consistent sim-
ilarity transformation, changes of the structure in the neigh-
borhood of some of the patches are unavoidable. For exam-
ple in the case of a loop closure, two completely separate
parts of the model will be merged into a single area. In
order to handle such regions properly, the algorithm needs
to detect and identify areas subject to changes. We there-
fore compare the local neighbors of every patch in Pa to the
neighbors of the corresponding patch in Pb and introduce
an effective similarity measure s which counts the number
of identical neighbors.
sj =
∣∣∣kNN(P jb ) ∩ kNN(P ja )
∣∣∣
k
∀j ∈ 1 . . . |Pa| (4)
Data: List of points and correspondences from cell N
Result: transformation T for all patches in N .
Function estimateTN (N)
if
∣∣XNb ∣∣ > nmin then
T N ← estT (XNb , X˜Na )
calculate eT (Equation 3)
if eT > λT then
forall the Nc ∈ children(N) do
estimateTN (Nc)
end
end
end
return
end
Algorithm 1: A similarity transformation T between
patches is recursively estimated within individual cells N
of an octree T .
To maintain large scale capabilities, nearest neighbor search
is efﬁciently solved by an octree structure on patch’s loca-
tions Xb and Xa. Figure 3 (right) shows the color coded
similarity measure on an artiﬁcially created loop closure for
real data. Note that the detected inconsistencies are resolved
in the following processing step.
3.6. Extension & Annealing
In the next step, eventual new data of the sparse point
cloud Sa are integrated with existing patches Pa organized
in a dynamic octree Ta. The octree cell level is chosen ac-
cording to the patch’s scale such that wN ≥ ps > wN2 . New
patches are initialized from Sa if the target cell in the oc-
tree is not yet occupied. Besides new points, newly added
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Figure 4. Comparison of the proposed algorithm against running the HPMVS algorithm from scratch on the Castle-P30 dataset. Note that
a signiﬁcant decrease in runtime is achieved without scarifying the quality and/or accuracy of the ﬁnal model.
Cadded and removed Cremoved cameras and their images
have to be incorporated into the new model as well. We ﬂag
a patch as dirty if:
• the patch was visible from a removed camera and had
less than λ1 visible images
• the reference image R(p) was removed
• the patch is within the ﬁeld of view of a new camera
and has less than λ2 visible images
All cells of the octree Ta fulﬁlling one of the following con-
ditions are added to a processing queue:
• the cell contains multiple patches
• the cell contains a patch freshly initialized from Sa
• the cell contains a patch ﬂagged as dirty
• the cell contains a patch with s < λs
All cells in the processing queue are processed by the Pro-
gressive Multi-View Stereo algorithm presented by Locher
et al. [10] using all cameras Ca. Positions and normals
of the patches are optimized and the expansion procedure
of HPMVS assures that the model is smoothly annealed
and also grown into the extra regions covered by the newly
added cameras Cadded.
3.7. A Word on Meshes
Even though the presented method is designed for sur-
face patches, certain meshes can be handled by a similar
procedure as well. If the meshing algorithm is able to re-
mesh individual sub parts, the generated output of the pro-
posed algorithm can be used to transform an existing mesh.
Typically, individual vertices of a mesh do not contain cam-
era visibility information. Therefore we perform a nearest
neighbor search on the corresponding dense patch set to ob-
tain visibility information for each vertex. The proposed
algorithm is then executed with vertices instead of patches.
Afterwards, all triangles connected to vertices deleted in the
triangulation step or marked as dirty are removed. Finally,
the remaining mesh is regenerated and possibly extended to
Figure 5. Final output for the successfully merged submodels from
Figure 3 (top left) and a closeup of the seamlessly merged wall (top
right). A failure case for a badly chosen λT (= 0.1 · ρ) where the
individual parts of the model are merged wrongly (bottom).
patches newly created in the extension and annealing step.
We demonstrate this capability using the ball-pivoting [1]
algorithm in Section 4.5.
4. Experiments and Results
We designed several experiments to show the power and
accuracy of the proposed algorithm and tested it on sev-
eral publicly available datasets. The following parameters
were used for all the experiments if not mentioned other-
wise: λ1 = 3, λ2 = 5, λs = 0.5, δmax = 10.0, nmin =
10, k = 4.
4.1. Comparison to Baseline
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
directly compare runtime, accuracy, and completeness of
the algorithm’s output to the dense 3D model obtained by
running HPMVS on the new sparse model from scratch.
We used VisualSFM [18] to incrementally reconstruct the
Castle-P30 dataset [12] starting from just three images and
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Figure 6. Visualization of the ﬁnal model (top) and the distance to baseline (bottom) for the different datasets.
adding more images sequentially, resulting in 27 consec-
utive sparse models. As a baseline we run HPMVS on
every intermediate sparse reconstruction from scratch. Our
method was then applied between two consecutive models
and its result is compared to the model obtained by the
baseline method. The three evaluated measures accuracy,
completeness, and speed-up are deﬁned as follows:
Accuracy
We report the RMS error between the point cloud obtained
by our algorithm Xa and the baseline result B as an accu-
racy measure. We normalize the obtained distance by the
diagonal of the baseline model’s bounding box ρ.
A =
1
|Xa| · ρ
∑
j∈1...|Xa|
‖Xja −NN(Xja, B)‖ (5)
Completeness
We count the number of points in the baseline model which
are covered by a point in the output of the proposed algo-
rithm. The threshold d is set to 0.1% of the model’s bound-
ing box ρ.
C =
∣∣{X∣∣X ∈ B ∧ d > ‖X−NN(X, Xa)‖}∣∣
|B| (6)
Speed-up
The execution time of the proposed algorithm with regard
to the runtime of the baseline algorithm is of a large im-
portance. Therefore we report the speed-up S as a ratio
between the two timings as a third measure.
S =
runtime HPMVS
runtime proposed
(7)
In Figure 4 we plot the three measures on all consecutive
pairs of images in the Castle-P30 dataset. While the ac-
curacy is constantly high, the completeness and speed-up
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Figure 7. Variation of λT and the corresponding inconsistent
points (s < 0.5), speed-up, and accuracy on the loop-closing for
the Castle-P30 dataset.
measures clearly show that the proposed method is more
effective if the model has a certain size already. This can
also be intuitively justiﬁed, as small models often change a
lot if additional images are added whereas in larger models
only a small part is affected. Note that the speed-up curve is
still subject to some variations. This can be explained by the
fact that not every image contains the same amount of new
information and therefore the time needed by the annealing
stage varies as well.
4.2. Dealing with Large Changes
While incremental scene updates usually only cause
small changes in the model, loop closures with a global
bundle adjustment in SfM can cause very large changes dis-
tributed over the whole model and all cameras. We there-
fore investigated the behavior of the proposed algorithm in
a scenario where two parts of a common model are merged
into a single one and reﬁned through a global bundle ad-
justment step. Figure 3 (left) shows the created scene with
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dataset # images # points total time accuracy completeness speed-up
Fountain-P11 [12] 11 760k 66s 99.9% 99.7% 6.93
HerzJesu-P8 [12] 8 700k 214s 99.8% 96.2% 2.51
Castle-P30 [12] 29 1.1M 86s 99.9% 99.9% 7.75
Citywall [15] 542 3.3M 860s 99.9% 99.7% 4.86
squirrel [7] 23 200k 44s 99.8% 96.4% 2.81
gnome [7] 25 150k 52s 99.4% 98.5% 1.42
Table 1. Timings and other measures for different publicly available datasets. Accuracy, completeness, and speed-up are measured
relatively to the baseline running HPMVS from scratch.
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Figure 8. Runtimes for the individual stages of the algorithm when
varying the number input points on the Citywall dataset.
the two submodels. In Figure 3 (right) the merged model
before the extension and annealing with color coded con-
sistency is shown and Figure 5 (top) shows the ﬁnal output
of the algorithm as well as a closeup of the merged wall.
The algorithm successfully merged the two submodels and
aligned them seamlessly.
4.3. Recursive Transformation Estimation
The recursive transformation estimation eliminates small
variations in the local neighborhoods of points. An incon-
sistent neighborhood between Xb and Xa leads to more
effort in the annealing stage and therefore would reduce
the speed-up. The maximum allowed mean error per cell
λT between the re-triangulated X˜a and the transformedXa
patch positions acts as the main parameter to balance be-
tween runtime and accuracy. We therefore report the algo-
rithm’s runtime and accuracy A with respect to λT . Figure 7
shows the corresponding plot on the loop closing scene in
the Castle-P30 dataset. A very strict λT (e.g. 0.0001 of the
bounding box ρ) leads to more than 25% of inconsistent
neighbors and also the runtime of the algorithm is subopti-
mal. If λT is set too loosely, the algorithm’s accuracy suf-
fers. The region between λT = 0.01 · ρ and λT = 0.001 · ρ
has shown to be optimal for different datasets.
4.4. Scalability
Dense models often consist of a very large amount of
patches. It is therefore quite important to analyze the scala-
bility of the proposed algorithm with regard to the number
of input points. Figure 8 reports the timings of the indi-
vidual stages of the algorithm on the Citywall dataset with
564 images [15]. In the experiment we used a sparse re-
construction with 90% of the images as the before model
Sb and a complete reconstruction followed by a global bun-
dle adjustment as Sa. The number of points is varied by
lowering the ﬁnal resolution of the HPMVS algorithm by
a factor of 2n. The plot shows that the major part of the
runtime is spent on the original HPMVS method, including
the time spent on adding new points from the sparse model.
The actual conversion of the existing model, including the
triangulation, consistency estimation, and the optimization
of the dirty patches takes signiﬁcantly less time and scales
well even for large models.
Table 1 shows timings of the algorithm for the different
datasets. All datasets were incrementally reconstructed us-
ing VisualSFM [18] and the numbers reported are for the
update between the second-last and the last models. See
Figure 6 for some of the reconstructed models and the visu-
alization of their accuracies.
4.5. Meshes
We demonstrate the capability of the algorithm to pro-
cess meshes on the Foutain-P11 dataset (see Figure 9). A
dense model created out of 8 input images using HPMVS is
meshed using the Poisson surface reconstruction [8]. Due to
the meshing procedure, vertices of the resulting mesh are no
longer identical to the patch positions in the original point
cloud. As proposed in Section 3.7, we extract the visibility
information for the vertices using a nearest neighbor search
to the dense point cloud. The vertices are then treated as
patches and transformed using the proposed algorithm, see
Figure 9c. Triangles touching dirty vertices are colored red.
The annealed point cloud still contains the same vertices
and represents a partial mesh which can then be extended to
the new vertices using e.g. the ball-pivoting algorithm [1].
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Figure 9. The proposed algorithm can also be used to process vertices of a triangular mesh. Visibility information for individual vertices
is extracted by a nearest neighbor search on the corresponding dense point cloud. Triangles touching dirty vertices are removed and the
resulting partial mesh is extended to the newly added points.
5. Conclusions
We presented an algorithm bridging the gap between
progressive SfM and progressive MVS, enabling the full
potential of a progressive 3D reconstruction pipeline from
the image acquisition up to the dense 3D pointcloud. The
algorithm takes an existing dense 3D pointcloud and an up-
dated sparse 3D reconstruction as an input and delivers the
adapted dense 3D pointcloud as an output. For efﬁcient and
consistent transformation of the existing structure, a 7 DoF
similarity transformation ﬁeld is estimated recursively in an
octree representation. Problematic regions are identiﬁed by
an efﬁcient nearest neighbor search and new cameras and
scene parts are integrated in a combined extension and an-
nealing step. We have shown on multiple datasets that the
algorithm maintains the same accuracy and completeness
as re-running the complete dense reconstruction step from
scratch, while a signiﬁcant speed-up is achieved. An anal-
ysis of the runtime shows that the algorithm scales equally
well as the baseline method when increasing the size of the
dataset. Since most of the points are re-used for the ﬁnal
3D representation, the algorithm can also be used for trans-
forming a triangular mesh. The algorithm is particularly
useful in mobile scenarios with limited computational and
time budget — due to the reduced runtime, a much lower la-
tency between the image capture and the output of a dense
3D representation is achieved compared to the baseline.
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